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Abstract
As a fruit of the current revolution in sequencing technology, transcriptomes can now be
analyzed at an unprecedented level of detail. These advances have been exploited for detecting
differential expressed genes across biological samples and for quantifying the abundances of
various RNA transcripts within one gene. However, explicit strategies for detecting the hidden
differential abundances of RNA transcripts in biological samples have not been defined. In this
work, we present two novel statistical tests to address this issue: a ’gene structure sensitive’
Poisson test for detecting differential expression when the transcript structure of the gene is
known, and a kernel-based test called Maximum Mean Discrepancy when it is unknown. We
analyzed the proposed approaches on simulated read data for two artificial samples as well as
on factual reads generated by the Illumina Genome Analyzer for two C. elegans samples. Our
analysis shows that the Poisson test identifies genes with differential transcript expression
considerably better that previously proposed RNA transcript quantification approaches for
this task. The MMD test is able to detect a large fraction (75%) of such differential cases
without the knowledge of the annotated transcripts. It is therefore well-suited to analyze
RNA-Seq experiments when the genome annotations are incomplete or not available, where
other approaches have to fail.
1 Introduction
The current revolution in sequencing technologies allows us to obtain a detailed picture of tran-
scriptomes via RNA-Sequencing [1, 2, 3]. Studying transcriptome profiles under different con-
ditions or in cells with different genotypes will lead to a considerably improved understanding
of the underlying mechanisms of gene expression and RNA transcript processing. An important
task in such analyses is to detect differences of transcript abundance in different biological sam-
ples. For the simplest case with a single transcript per gene, one can unambiguously map most
reads to transcripts of interest and their numbers correlate well with the transcript abundance
[2]. Assuming that reads are independently sampled from RNA-transcripts, the read counts follow
a binomial distribution, which can be approximated by Poisson distributions. Hence, statistical
tests based on Poisson distributions have been used to detect expression differences based on the
read counts [4, 5]. More recently, [6, 7, 8] have proposed to model read counts with a negative
binomial distributions to address the so-called over-dispersion problem in observed read counts
due to biological or technical variation in the read counts.
Another major difficulty comes from the fact that many genes in higher eukaryotes express more
than one single RNA transcript. For instance, in human there is evidence for multiple isoforms
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Figure 1: Illustration of differential transcript expression for an expressed gene with constant total
expression level in two biological samples. The left panel shows the two transcripts at the same
locus. The typically non-uniform read coverage for the individual transcripts are shown below the
transcript structure. When both transcripts are equally abundant (sample A), the read coverages
contributed by both transcripts simply add up (upper right panel). When one transcript is less
abundant (transcript 2 in sample B), the exon that is only part of transcript 2 is covered with
fewer reads (lower right panel). The two regions marked with asterisks exhibit a differential read
coverage that allow detection of alternative transcript abundances.
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for more than 95% of all multi-exon genes [9, 10]. These transcripts are the result of alternative
transcription starts, alternative splicing, RNA editing, and alternative poly-adenylation. These
processes contribute to a great enrichment of the transcriptome and are subject to regulation
depending on external conditions, developmental stage, tissue identity and many other factors
[9, 10]. In presence of more than one RNA isoform, reads can be equivocally assigned to several
alternative transcripts which often share a considerable part of their sequence. Recently, several
algorithms for inferring the abundance of a given set of transcripts based on the observed read
coverages have been proposed [11, 12, 13, 14], all of which (implicitly) assign reads to transcripts.
These approaches aim at disentangling the contributions w1, . . . , wT of the T different transcripts
to the total observed read count Cp at genomic position p.1 The central idea shared by these
techniques is to solve an inference problem similar to the following one:
(w1, . . . , wT ) = argmin
w1,...,wT≥0
∑
p∈P
`
(
Cp,
T∑
t=1
wtDt,p
)
, (1)
where P is the set of genomic regions or positions considered, Dt,p is the theoretical read density
of transcript t at position or region p (based on the known transcript structure), and `(·, ·) is an
appropriate loss function. For an illustration see Figure 1. The estimated abundances typically
correlate well but less than perfectly with other experimental data such as qPCR measurements
and NanoString measurements of RNA transcript abundances (Ali Mortazavi, pers. comm.), in
particular when many transcripts are present.
A natural and appealing next step is to combine methods to estimate transcript abundance
for different RNA-Seq experiments with a statistical test for differential expression of transcripts.
However, the solution to the quantification problem (1) may not be unique [15, 16], and whether
one or the other of two very similar transcripts is assigned a higher abundance estimate is often
the matter of a few observed reads. In these cases the obtained solution is degenerated and
unstable. This problem can be partially alleviated by estimating confidence intervals for the
abundance estimates, as for instance proposed in [11] based on the Fisher information matrix.
However, their estimation is very difficult and based on assumptions that may not be always
satisfied. Moreover, due to the additional uncertainties in the abundance estimates implied by
the abundance inference method, the estimated read counts associated to a transcript follow a
different distribution. Using Poisson distribution based tests therefore appears inappropriate.
Besides, if one is only be interested in which genes or transcripts are differentially expressed,
then first quantifying and then testing for differential expression might be an unnecessary detour,
solving a harder task than actually necessary.
In this paper, we seek alternative strategies for detecting differential abundances of RNA
transcripts in biological samples. We focus on the case where the sum of the abundances of all
transcripts stays constant or as such is irrelevant, and the abundances of the transcripts between
the two conditions vary (see illustration in Figure 1). This setting is particularly interesting
for analyzing RNA-Seq experiments that are targeted at an improved understanding of RNA
modifying processes (such as alternative splicing or poly-adenylation). We propose two alternative
strategies specifically for this problem. First, we give an extension of the established Poisson test
for detecting differential expression of genes by testing for differential transcript abundance. The
idea is to identify genomic regions based on the given transcript annotation that are not shared
among all transcripts and detect differences in the read coverage in these regions (cf. regions
marked with ∗ in Figure 1). In Section 2.2 we describe this approach and a statistical test to
identify genes with alternative transcript expression.
All approaches discussed so far require the complete knowledge of all transcripts that may be
expressed at a genomic locus. However, in many practical situations only an incomplete anno-
tation is available. In Section 2.3 we therefore develop an approach that can detect differential
transcript abundance without any knowledge of the underlying transcripts. Here, we analyze the
1Some methods alternatively consider read counts for genomic regions determined by the differences between
the transcripts (e.g., corresponding to exons).
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distribution of the of all reads mapping to a pre-defined genomic locus and determine whether the
read distribution differs in the two samples. We propose to use a non-parametric multivariate test
called Maximum Mean Discrepancy [17] that has been recently developed and which is particularly
well suited for this task.
In Section 3 we empirically analyze the proposed methods on simulated read data at different
expression levels and with varying differences between the two samples. Moreover, we illustrate
the usefulness of our approach on factual reads from an Illumina Genome Analyzer from two
developmental stages of C. elegans. We conclude the paper in Section 4 with a discussion.
2 Methods
2.1 Preliminaries
In the following we assume that we are given mapped reads in a region of length P observed in
two biological samples A and B. The region is given a priori and may correspond to a gene or
an arbitrary slice of the genome, if gene annotations are not be available. We represent these
read observations as binary matrices XAr,p, r = (1, . . . , RA), and X
B
r,p, r = (1, . . . , RB), p =
(1, . . . , P ), where RA and RB denote the number of observed reads, respectively. The binary
matrix elements denote the alignment position for each read, such that typically rows sum up to
the read length L, i.e.,
∑
pXr,p = L. The chosen representation is rich enough to also represent
spliced read alignments as well as paired-end reads. Throughout the following, the basic task
is to test whether the read observations in condition A and condition B come from the same
distribution (no differential expression) of whether they origin from two different distributions
(differential expression).
2.2 A test for differential expression of known transcripts
Transcript annotations have often been used to quantify alternative transcripts. Here, we describe
an efficient statistical test that builds on discriminative regions within a gene. The underlying
idea is that in order to test for differential expression one only needs to consider reads in regions in
which a relative change in transcript expression can be measured. These regions can be defined by
the following two criteria: First, there must be a nucleotide within the region which is contained
in at least one transcript but not in all transcripts, if there is more than one transcript. Second,
any one transcript must either explain reads in all position of the region or be non-overlapping.
To increase statistical power we further require that each region is maximal, a key condition that
minimizes the number of tests that need to be carried out. An example of the construction of the
testing regions, including the combination of non-neighboring segments is shown in Figure 2.
Following the well established assumption that the number of reads falling into a genomic
region is Poisson distributed [18, 19], we can define the Poisson Region test:
Let NAr and N
B
r represent the number of observed reads in a particular region r, where the
reads in both conditions are drawn from Poisson distributions NAr ∼ P
(
λAr
)
and NBr ∼ P
(
λBr
)
.
Denote by Ba,n the Bernoulli distribution with n = a and p = b. Then, under these assumptions
the probability of the null-hypotheses λAr = λ
B
r for region r follows as
P
(
λAr = λ
B
r |NAr , NBr
)
= BNAr +NBr ,p=1/2(NAr ). (2)
Using this relation we can efficiently compute a p-value pr for a region r by:
pr = 2
∑min(NAr ,NBr )
i=0
BNAr +NBr ,p=1/2(i) (3)
An approximate analytic solution to this expression can be found via a normal approximation to
the binomial distribution:
BNAr +NBr ,1/2 ≈ N ((NAr +NBr )/2, (NAr +NBr )/4) (4)
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Figure 2: Construction of maximal regions from known transcript annotations for the region-based
Poisson test. In a first step, segments are chosen that are contained in at least one transcript but
not in all transcripts. Then all segments that are contained in the same set of transcripts are
grouped together into regions, resulting in the regions (1), (2), (3), and (4) in the illustrated
example. Poisson tests will be performed on each of these regions individually and are then
corrected for multiple testing.
To get an upper bound for the p-value of all regions p from the different p-values of pri of the
regions r1, . . . , rm, we employ the Bonferroni correction [20]:
p = m min
i∈{1,...,m}
pri . (5)
Note that in the special case of a single region, the Poisson Region test naturally reduces to
the established test for equality of two Poisson distributions [21]. This test is a uniformly most
powerful unbiased test.
2.3 A Non-parametric Test for Detecting Differential Read Coverages
When the transcripts are not known a priori, the previous strategy of identifying potentially
interesting regions for multiple testing cannot be used. In principle one could extend the previously
proposed strategy to test each genomic position or heuristically defined region independently,
but the expected small number of mapped reads in short genomic regions and the necessary
correction of multiple testing are likely to render the results insignificant. Therefore, we propose
an alternative strategy and employ a nonparametric two-sample test to test for differential read
coverages between the two samples. Here, we consider all genomic positions in the given region
at once and use their mapping location and not just the total marginal counts. As we are dealing
with high-dimensional vectorial representations of read alignments, classic uni-variate two-sample
tests, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, are not applicable in our setting. Instead, we suggest
to utilize the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) test [22, 17], a state-of-the-art two-sample test
for high-dimensional vectors which is particularly well-suited for our setting.
The test statistic for MMD is computed in two steps. First, all points from both samples
A,B ⊂ X are mapped to a feature space H (a so-called “reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space”) via
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Figure 3: Results on simulated expression and read data. The left panel shows the ROC curve
for detecting differential transcript expression using three different methods: The Poisson test
based on differential regions (Poisson Region), the quantification based approach with subsequent
Poisson test (Poisson Quant), and the Maximum Mean Discrepancy test (MMD). The first two
require the knowledge of the structure of all transcripts, while MMD does not use the annotation.
On the right we illustrate how the sensitivity depends on the number of differential reads between
the two conditions. We computed the sensitivity for genes with 1, 10, 100, and 1, 000 differential
reads (at α = 5%) and used a window-based smoothing to obtain the curve.
a mapping function φ : X → H. Second, one computes the means of A and B in H by
µZ =
1
RZ
RZ∑
r=1
φ(xZr ), Z ∈ {A,B}, (6)
where xZr is the r-th example, i.e. read, in sample Z. The test statistic is then the distance between
these means of A and B (discrepancy) in H, i.e., D = ‖µA − µB‖2. The larger this distance, the
less likely it is that both samples originated from the same distribution. P -values for the null
hypothesis of both samples being drawn from the same distribution can be computed with a range
of different strategies (see [22]). Here, we employ bootstrapping, where the reads are randomly
shuffled among the two samples T times, computing the discrepancies Dt for each permutation
t = 1, . . . , T . Based on this empirical null discrepancy distribution we can compute the P -value
for the actual observed discrepancy between the two samples. The corresponding P -value follows
as
P =
1
T
T∑
t=1
I(D ≤ Dt), (7)
where I(true) = 1 and 0 otherwise.
There is a considerable freedom in designing the mapping function φ(·). This choice is possible
via the use of kernel functions k(·, ·). Kernels compute inner products between two examples, i.e.,
k(x,x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉, and can be used to efficiently deal with high dimensional representations
of the examples. In our case, each example, i.e. mapped read, is represented as a binary vector
of length |P |, that is as the corresponding row in XA and XB , respectively (cf. Section 2.1).
Therefore, the feature space is P dimensional and the mean computation in (6) amounts to com-
puting the average read coverage for each position given a set of reads. The MMD test strategy
for this representation therefore boils down to testing whether the difference between the average
read coverages is significantly greater than expected under a random assignment of all reads to
samples.
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Figure 4: Shown are read coverages in genomic loci around two annotated C. elegans genes: (left)
with a single and (right) with two annotated transcripts (see bottom panels). Both cases where
not detectable using the annotation-based Poisson test, while the MMD test predicted differential
transcript expression for these loci. On the left, the 3’ UTR of the second sample (red) appears to
be shorter than annotated, indicating that multiple alternative RNA isoforms exist and that they
are differentially expressed in the two samples In the right case, the first sample (blue) appears
to express three additional exons, which may belong to a gene on the opposite strand. The
areas shaded in gray indicate sequence windows of size 100 bp which are differentially expressed
according to MMD.
Preliminary results with Gaussian and polynomial kernels have not led to significantly different
behavior of the algorithm. However, in principle, the kernel allows to encode additional information
about the mapped reads, for instance, whether the reads map uniquely, from which end they where
sequenced in paired-end sequencing, where mismatches or introns are located and so on. It is future
work to engineer more expressive representations of read mappings or kernels for read mapping
comparisons to detect even minor differences in the distribution of properties of mapped reads.
3 Results
3.1 Tests with Simulated Reads
Read Simulation Strategy We used a random subset of 4, 360 genes of C. elegans with more
than one annotated alternative transcripts (based on the C. elegans annotation WormBase release
WS200 [23]). We randomly chose the expression level of each gene according to the exponential
distribution. The relative transcript expression level within a gene was determined as follows: We
initialized the relative transcript abundance with zero, randomly chose a transcript and drew a
random number between 0 and 1 for its relative expression level. We repeated this process until
the sum of the relative expression levels is greater than 1 or all transcripts have been assigned a
relative expression level. Then the relative transcript levels were normalized to sum to 1. The gene
expression level and relative transcript expression levels defined the absolute transcript expression
level for the simulation of Sample A. For the second Sample B, we simply randomly permuted the
transcript levels within the gene and additionally shifted a random fraction of the transcript levels
among each other (uniformly chosen).
In a next step, we used the FluxSimulator [24] to determine the number of reads to be sam-
pled from each transcript in both samples. We then generated artificial reads with start positions
uniformly distributed within the transcript (excluding the last L nucleotides to fully fit the gen-
erated read into the transcript). We used the 280 genes that turned out to exhibit no or very
small transcript level variation (< 1%) between the two samples as a negative reference set. The
remaining 4, 080 genes were used as a positive reference set.
On average we generated 447 reads per transcript (median 135 reads). The described simulation
strategy generates a wide variety of differences between the two samples. For many genes the
transcript expression differences will be relatively small and are therefore hard to detect (15% of
all genes exhibited less than 10 discriminative reads, 75% less than 100 reads).
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Evaluation Setup We used three different methods for distinguishing the genes of the positive
set (differential transcript expression) from those of the negative set (no differential expression).
First, we used the Poisson distribution based test described in Section 2.2 that takes advantage of
the transcript annotation. Second, we applied the RNA-transcript quantitation approach outlined
in (1) (cf. Section 1) with quadratic loss function and by considering the loss at every genic
position separately. Based on the quantitation result, we determine the number of reads assigned
to each transcript and apply the Poisson test on these read counts to detect differential transcript
expression. Finally, we used MMD (Section 2.3) to predict whether the read coverages in the two
samples differ. MMD does not take advantage of the annotation (except in terms of the regions
in which to test).
Results Figure 3 (left) shows the ROC curve (true positive against false positive rate) for classi-
fying genes with differentially vs. non-differentially transcript expression. We find that the Poisson
test based on differential regions has the highest sensitivity at the same false positive rates among
all three approaches. The quantification-based approach is less accurate than the Poisson test.
In some cases it confidently predicts several genes with no differential transcript expression as
significantly differentially expressed. Most likely, this is due to statistical variations in the read
coverage which lead to a wrong estimation of the transcript abundances and therefore the incorrect
assignment (cf. Section 1). The MMD test performs almost as well as the quantification-based
approach, but does not require the knowledge of the annotation of the transcripts. At a 5% false
positive rate it identifies about 36% of all genes with differential transcript expression, while the
annotation-based Poisson test identifies about 48%. The MMD test is therefore quite successful
in identifying differential transcript abundance without even knowing the transcripts (75% of the
cases detectable with the Poisson test).
In Figure 3 (right) we plot the true positive rate at a false positive rate of 5% against the
number of reads that differ between the two samples. These are reads that map in regions that
distinguish the different transcripts. We observe that all tests are able to sensitively differentiate
between the two sample groups starting from 10 differential reads, where the Poisson Region test is
particular sensitive for small numbers of reads. Starting from 100 differential reads, the considered
methods can detect differential expression with sensitivity levels greater than 80%.
3.2 Detection of Differentially Expressed Transcripts in C. elegans
To illustrate the power of our approach we analyzed reads obtained using an Illumina Genome
Analyzer (Illumina Inc.) for different developmental stages of C. elegans [25]. We considered the
reads from two developmental stages L2 (SRX001872) and young adult (SRX001873) and consider
the same subset of 4, 360 genes with alternative transcripts that we also used for the simulation
study. Additionally, we used the same number of genes with only a single annotated transcripts.
We aligned the reads of length 36 using Palmapper [26, 27] and obtained 39.9 million and 42.3
million alignments for the two samples, where we only used the best alignment of each read.
We applied the annotation-based Poisson test described in Section 2.2 to identify the genic
regions exhibiting differential expression of known transcripts. At a significance level of α = 1%,
this approach identified 753 genes with differential transcript expression. Moreover, we applied
the MMD test (cf. Section 2.3) to detect differential read coverages in the same regions. MMD
predicted 1, 178 regions at the same significance level. For 673 genes both tests predicted differen-
tial expression. Particularly interesting are such cases, where the MMD test predicts differential
expression, but the annotation-based Poisson test fails to find it. There were 505 such cases with
annotated alternative isoforms and 200 additional cases with only one annotated RNA transcript.
Figure 4 shows two such cases. The left examples shows a gene with a single transcription annota-
tion, and hence cannot be analyzed with the region-based Poisson test. However, MMD predicted
differential transcript expression for both of these loci. Close inspection revealed that both of
these predictions are plausible. The differential prediction of the first example (Figure 4 left) can
be explained by a shorter 3’ UTR in the L2 sample. The second example demonstrates a potential
advantage of the nonparametric approach that does not depend on the accuracy of existing gene
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annotation. Here, the first sample appears to express three additional exons, which otherwise
would have been missed.
For further analysis, we ran MMD on windows of size 100 bp on each of the two genes to check
for differential expression of subsequences (significance level = 0.05/#windows). In both cases,
MMD detected exons or parts of exons where the read coverage differed significantly between the
two samples (gray shaded areas in Figure 4). Please note that the MMD test identifies differential
read coverages. Since it does not use the annotation, it may detect differential expression that is
due to technical variation (sample preparation, different sequencing setup, etc.). To reduce the
number of false positive detections, it will be useful to use biological and/or technical replicates
that allow for a more accurate estimation of the variation within a sample.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two novel approaches to test for differential expression on the level
of transcripts. Our first method takes the established Poisson test on the level of genes to the
problem of identifying differentially expressed transcripts. We showed how given the annotation
of the gene structure such a test can be constructed in an efficient and accurate manner. In a
simulation study we demonstrated that our approach can be superior to two-step solutions, first
quantifying transcripts and then testing for differential expression. Second, and most importantly,
we proposed the idea to test for differential expression of transcript in the complete absence of any
annotation. For this purpose, we employed a non-parametric kernel method that directly tests
for differences of the observed read distribution originating from different biological samples. We
showed that this approach is competitive compared to alternatives that do rely on accurate gene
annotation and other potentially prohibitive assumptions.
The key ideas we presented in this work can be straightforwardly extended in several aspects,
depending on the need of a particular study. Analogously to the standard Poisson test, it is
possible to extend our region-based Poisson test to build upon the negative binomial distribu-
tion, providing a systematic solution to the over-dispersion problem. Also, studies are routinely
faced with multiple samples, for example multiple independent replicates to account for biological
variability. A particular strength of MMD in such settings is its kernel-based nature. By design-
ing an appropriate kernel function, problem specific aspects such as sample-replicate structure or
additional features such as read quality and splicing can be integrated into the model.
We believe that methods that aim at making as few assumptions as possible are of consid-
erable value, particular in explorative studies. We have shown that MMD as nonparametric
general-purpose technique can sensitively identify differential expression without depending on an
established gene annotation. We demonstrate how this ability can be of practical use to detect
differential expression outside the scope of the current annotation which is of key important to
discover novel biological mechanisms. An important next step is to further explore the intermedi-
ate ground between making no assumptions at all (MMD) and a test that assumes a rigid a priori
known gene structure (Poisson Region).
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